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ABSTRACT
Increasing participation of women and underrepresented minorities is a key challenge in the field of Computer Science Education. Balanced representation of these groups among teaching assistants in Computer Science courses influences recruitment and retention of underrepresented students. At the same time, the status-quo reduced participation of these students makes it more difficult to hire instructional staff from underrepresented groups.

In this paper, we describe our experience evaluating candidates with teaching-demonstration videos, followed by in-person interviews, to hire a gender-balanced set of undergraduate TAs for a large-scale CS2 course. Our research goal is to quantitatively assess gender balance throughout the hiring process.

Our initial applicant pool is just one-sixth women, but we found that women applicants perform better in our application process than men, resulting in a gender-balanced course staff without making hiring decisions based on the gender of applicants. We show that our approach results in a more gender-balanced teaching staff than hiring based on applicant GPA. We also use course-evaluation data to demonstrate that women perform as well as men as teaching assistants in CS2, and that the overall quality of our teaching assistants has remained high after the hiring-process change.

1 INTRODUCTION
Enrollment in undergraduate computer science programs and workplace demand for computer scientists are at an all-time high. Yet, women are underrepresented in computer science at all levels. Women account for only 23% of AP computer science test-takers, 18% of computer science degrees earned at major research universities, and 26% of professional computing occupations [7].

This work in particular is concerned with representation of women as undergraduate teaching assistants in CS courses. Undergraduate teaching assistants (TAs) are common in large-scale, modern computer science courses [8, 16, 17]. TAs form the front line of our courses, interacting with students in a variety of settings, including labs, discussions, office hours, in-class exercises, and online forums.

The underrepresentation of women in computer science programs presents a challenge for identifying and hiring a gender-balanced staff. At our university, the CS2 population is approximately 25% women. Furthermore, some of the same barriers to women’s participation in CS generally may also discourage applying for TA positions. In our experience, the initial applicant pool for our CS2 course is approximately 16.5% women. As we describe in detail below, simple hiring schemes based on GPA or previous grade in the course result in a staff with the same gender-imbalance as the initial applicant pool.

In this paper, we describe an application and interview process we have used to consistently hire a gender-balanced staff over each of the past 5 semesters. Crucially, this has not required hiring less-qualified students to meet diversity goals. Rather, women who apply tend to perform better in teaching-demonstration videos and in-person interviews, which leads to a gender-balanced hiring ratio despite an imbalanced applicant pool.

The research questions we address in this work are:

- What gender balance is present at all phases of the application/interview process?
- Do men and women perform differently in evaluative measures used in the hiring process?

1.1 Background and Related Work
Evidence shows several factors contribute to underrepresentation of women in CS. At the college level, a lack of previous experience with CS is a key contributor; one large-scale study at Stanford University [15] found 42.4% of women entering college reported previous experience with CS, compared with 66.3% of men. Lack of previous experience with CS puts students at a disadvantage [1], and this imbalance can manifest in stronger positive attitudes toward computing among men entering college [2, 21]. Confidence also plays an important role in students’ self-concept in their field, yet the Stanford study [15] found that among CS majors, women report much less confidence than men about their choice of major entering college. This is likely related to differing levels of exposure to CS before college.

At all levels, cultural norms and stereotypes about computer science can be a barrier to women’s participation. Learning environments that match these stereotypes decrease women’s interest in pursuing computer science [4, 14]. Many women in CS also face...
We proceed to describe the course that uses our interview process. We examine the impact of our TA hiring processes on the gender views, presentations on a course topic, and additional panel-style classes, pointers, inheritance, polymorphism, and recursion. Students are exposed to C++ features like arrays, structs, and its context in the curriculum. We then provide details about our course staff.

2.1 Description of the course

Our data set comes from a second-semester computer programming course at the University of Michigan, a large, public, research institution. Students take an introductory CS1 course, followed by CS2, "Programming and Introductory Data Structures”. While many students are aspiring computer science majors and minors, the course also has a diverse group of students from other majors who want a second computing course. CS2 covers major computer science concepts including functional abstraction, data abstraction and dynamic resource management. Students are exposed to C++ features like arrays, structs, classes, pointers, inheritance, polymorphism, and recursion.

Each week, students attend two 80-minute lectures and a 2-hour lab. Labs are led by TAs and contain short assignments that reinforce the lecture material. There are two exams and 5 large programming assignments. A student’s final grade is comprised by 40% projects, 5% labs, and 55% exams.

Programming assignments are substantial pieces of work and many student solutions reach 1,000 lines of code. A few examples include a machine-learning tool that predicts the subject of message-board posts, and a simple image-processing algorithm. Students work in optional partnerships on programming assignments. TAs hold regular office hours that primarily support questions about the projects and studying for exams.

2.2 TA Hiring Process

In this section, we describe the interview process we have used for the last five semesters, beginning in Fall 2016, based on the method used by Dr. Mary Lou Dorf’s CS1 course. At a glance, our hiring process involves advertising our position, soliciting first-round applications (including a short teaching-demonstration video), reviewing first-round applications, and bringing in top candidates for a second-round of in-person interviews. During the interviews, each candidate participates in an interactive teaching demonstration and is evaluated based on a common rubric.

Prior to this TA hiring process, our method for hiring was more ad-hoc. There was little advertising, and interested students approached faculty to inquire about the position. We only interviewed a small subset of applicants, and the interview consisted of checking a student’s knowledge of the material and their past experience with teaching or mentoring.

2.2.1 First-Round Applications. We advertise our TA positions widely and accept first-round applications from any interested students. A mass email soliciting applications is sent to all declared computer science majors and all students who have taken our CS2 course in the past year. We ask current TAs to advertise the position via word-of-mouth to their peers and to encourage current students to apply. A student group hosts a “What is it like to be an EECS TA” panel in which current TAs and instructors answer questions.

Our first-round application is available online. Information provided with the application describes the responsibilities of the position. Students are asked to provide their class standing, intended major, and current GPA. They also give free-response descriptions of why they would like to TA for our course and any previous teaching experience they have. Students are also allowed to submit a resume, but this is not required. The application is open for roughly one month. In the most recent semester, we received approximately 150 applications.

Students are also required to submit a 5-minute demonstration video with their initial application. Students are allowed to choose any topic related to course material and are free to style the video any way they like (e.g. a sample lesson plan, a mock office-hours session, exam review, etc.). We emphasize that the video need not be a polished, high-quality production, but should showcase their ability to convey ideas and their teaching style.

2.2.2 Selecting Finalists for In-Person Interviews. Students’ initial applications are reviewed to select finalists for second-round,
in-person interviews. The primary component of this process is evaluation of the teaching-demonstration videos. A single faculty member watches and evaluates each of the videos, assigning a score from 1-5. Videos that receive a score of 3.5 or higher (about 40-50% of applications) are split among remaining faculty to receive a second 1-5 score. Reviewing videos can be a significant time investment, but viewing at 2x speed works well and an accurate impression of quality can generally be formed within a few minutes. Overall, reviewing 100-150 videos requires 5-10 hours of faculty time.

The average score for each video is used as a primary component in determining who to invite for second-round interviews. While the top few candidates with near-perfect video scores (i.e. average 4.5 to 5) are almost always selected for interviews, there are inevitably several students essentially “tied” in the next echelon of video scores. We break the ties by considering the rest of the students’ application materials, previous teaching experience, and personal experience faculty have with the students, if any.

The total number of finalists we interview depends on our anticipated staff needs. Roughly one-third to half of our in-person interviews yield candidates we would be happy to hire.

2.2.3 In-Person Interviews and Evaluation. Each finalist is invited to a 20-30 minute interview with two of our faculty. The first half of the interview consists of a few standard questions (e.g. “tell us about your motivation for teaching,” “what works well about our course, and what would you change to improve it?”, etc.) as well as free-form conversation intended to get to know the student and allow them to feel comfortable. We also ask each candidate a question about diversity and inclusion in our courses. The second half of the interview is a teaching demonstration on a fixed topic, which we tell the candidates in advance. The interviewers act as students, and the candidate is tasked with helping the mock students understand the topic at hand. Each interviewer ranks the candidate on a five-point scale on four categories: clarity, technical proficiency, use of whiteboard, and responsiveness to student questions and needs.

Once all the interviews are completed, the instructors rank candidates based on a combination of their numerical scores on the categories described above and their responses to the free-form questions. We do not consider the gender of applicants or TA diversity – the ranking is based solely on the candidates’ performance in the in-person interview. The preference list is then passed on to the university over six semesters, from Fall 2015 through Winter 2018, to determine the overall effectiveness of each of our undergraduate teaching assistants. Effectiveness is on a five-point scale, and the evaluation system reports the interpolated median over the responses for each assistant. The group of evaluated assistants includes both TAs hired under a prior process, as well as those hired through the process described above. We applied a two-sided Student’s t-test to determine if men and women candidates are distinguishable by video evaluation score, GPA, or grade in the course. Grades were converted to a numerical value (A+ = 4.3, A = 4.0, A- = 3.7, and so on) for analysis.

We collected scores for in-person interviews for the four categories of clarity, technical proficiency, use of whiteboard, and responsiveness to student questions and needs over the same five semesters. We applied a two-sided Student’s t-test to the scores from each category, averaged over the reviewers for each candidate, to determine if men and women candidates perform differently.

Finally, we examined data from course evaluations conducted by the university over six semesters, from Fall 2015 through Winter 2018, to determine the overall effectiveness of each of our undergraduate teaching assistants. Effectiveness is on a five-point scale, and the evaluation system reports the interpolated median over the responses for each assistant. The group of evaluated assistants includes both TAs hired under a prior process, as well as those hired through the process described above. We applied a two-sided Student’s t-tests to determine if men and women candidates perform differently.

Finally, we examined data from course evaluations conducted by the university over six semesters, from Fall 2015 through Winter 2018, to determine the overall effectiveness of each of our undergraduate teaching assistants. Effectiveness is on a five-point scale, and the evaluation system reports the interpolated median over the responses for each assistant. The group of evaluated assistants includes both TAs hired under a prior process, as well as those hired through the process described above. We applied a two-sided Student’s t-tests to determine if men and women candidates perform differently.

3 RESULTS

Figure 1 shows a high-level overview of the application process and the resulting gender breakdown. The student population in the class is around 25% women, but our applicant pool has averaged 16.5% women over the course of this study. After our evaluation and interview process, 56% of the new course staff we hire are women.

In the rest of this section, we break down how women and men perform in each step of the application process. We also present data from course evaluations for staff we hire.

3.1 Impact of Initial Evaluation

Table 1 shows the results of evaluating applicants’ video submissions. We only considered the first time an individual applied to our course, resulting in a data set with 18% women (though the
Table 1: Data from initial application, which includes a teaching-demonstration video. The data include evaluation scores of the videos, overall GPA of applicants, and grade in the course.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>Men</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Count</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score Mean</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>3.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score P-Value</td>
<td>0.000103</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPA Mean</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>3.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPA P-Value</td>
<td>0.403</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade Mean</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>3.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade P-Value</td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Interview scores in the categories of clarity, technical proficiency, use of whiteboard, and responsiveness to students.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>Men</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clarity Mean</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>3.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarity P-Value</td>
<td>0.00293</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Mean</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>3.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical P-Value</td>
<td>0.0910</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whiteboard Mean</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>3.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whiteboard P-Value</td>
<td>0.00258</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsiveness Mean</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>3.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsiveness P-Value</td>
<td>0.0110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Initial evaluation scores of application, which includes a teaching-demonstration video. Boxes denote the quartiles, with an "X" indicating the mean.

Figure 3: Interview evaluation score, by gender. An interview included a simulated office hours scenario, and interviewees were evaluated on clarity, technical competence, use of whiteboard, and responsiveness to (simulated) student questions. Boxes denote the quartiles, with an "X" indicating the mean.

Figure 4: Initial evaluation scores of application, which includes a teaching-demonstration video. Boxes denote the quartiles, with an "X" indicating the mean.

3.2 Impact of Interview

We interviewed a total of 95 candidates over five terms, with 37% women. Table 2 shows how women and men performed in the four categories of clarity, technical proficiency, use of whiteboard, and responsiveness to students. On average, women performed better than men in all four categories, and the difference was significant in every category except technical proficiency. Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of scores for all four categories.

3.3 Impact on Students

Table 3 presents data from course evaluations submitted by students for each staff member, and Figure 4 compares the distribution of scores by gender. Students are asked at the end of the term to evaluate each staff member on several metrics, including the all-encompassing “Overall, the instructor was effective.” Our staff is rated as highly effective, averaging over 4.6 out of 5 possible with an overall student-response rate of 44%, and the data show no significant difference between women and men. This demonstrates that not only does our process result in hiring capable staff members, but that it results in both women and men staff who are highly effective.

We also compared course evaluations for staff hired before our process was in place to those hired afterwards. Table 3 compares scores in the Fall 2015 and Winter 2016 terms, which had no staff hired under the new process, to Fall 2017 and Winter 2018, where all but one staff member was hired using the process. The data show no significant difference between the two sets of staff members.
Although women only account for 16.5% of our initial applicants, we find that women selected through that filter still do better than men who pass through the same filter. This suggests that both steps of the process are important in identifying the best candidates and achieving a gender-balanced yet effective staff.

A primary justification for this is that women tend to submit higher quality teaching-demonstration videos. A closer look at the distribution of video scores shows 75% of women score higher than 3.5, which is roughly our cutoff for acceptable videos that merit additional review by a second faculty member, whereas only 50% of men score above this threshold. That is, it appears a much higher percent of women who apply submit high-quality teaching demonstrations. It also appears that women perform better in our evaluation of additional criteria for students who score similarly on their teaching demos. The criteria include previous teaching experience, thoughtful responses to free-form questions, and whether any faculty personally recommend the candidate.

While we do not have evidence to explain why women tend to submit higher-quality teaching demonstrations, a possible factor is that self-selection processes by which students decide whether or not to apply may be different for men and women. For example, studies have found that among computer science students, women tend to have lower confidence in their computing abilities than men (e.g. [2, 10]). It may be this influences more severe self-selection of women than for men. Another possibility is that some of the challenges faced by women are formative in ways that strengthen their application. For example, women faced with lower confidence or stereotype threat may work especially hard to produce a high-quality teaching demo. Whatever the self-selection criteria may be, they do not appear to include GPA or grade in the course, as we have found that there is no statistically significant difference between the GPA or grades of men and women who apply.

4.2.3 Challenges. A significant challenge in our process is in getting women to apply in the first place. Despite the course being about 25% women, only an average of 16.5% of applicants in each term were women. Anecdotally, we have found that it requires more effort to convince promising women to apply than men. Furthermore, only 4% of women candidates applied more than once, while 16% of men candidates applied at least twice. This suggests that we should reach out to candidates who didn’t quite make the cut to encourage them to apply again.
We considered what our staff would look like if we hired solely based on GPA or grade in the course. In comparison, our interview process results in 2-3 times as many candidates, which allows the evaluation effort to be split across multiple people and enables retrospective analysis such as this work. Combined with using two evaluators for each candidate, numerical scores incorporating teaching-demonstration videos and in-person interviews will translate to upper-level CS courses. While we have had success hiring excellent staff for CS2, it may be the criteria we use play a different role in upper-level courses. Additional criteria like upper-level courses also tend to be smaller and faculty may know students personally, which gives additional information in evaluating candidates but may also make objectivity more difficult.

Another limitation is that our initial review of teaching videos and evaluation of in-person interviews could be influenced by implicit bias. We aim to counteract this by having multiple faculty review videos and each in-person interview, which gives multiple perspectives on each candidate’s performance. We also use a multi-part rubric for our in-person interviews, which gives more objective evaluation of individual criteria. Finally, course-evaluation data show no significant difference in evaluation scores by gender, providing some evidence that our interview process is not biased.

### 4.3 What-if? Hiring Based on GPA or Grade

We considered what our staff would look like if we hired solely based on overall GPA or grade in the course. Regardless of the cutoff used, the ratio would not differ substantially from the 18% of first-time applicants who are women. In comparison, our interview process results in 2-3 times as many women as hiring based on GPA or grade would.

We also examined how GPA and grade correlate to scores for candidates’ application videos. The “Video” row in Table 5 shows small positive correlations, but neither is statistically significant.

For the candidates we interviewed, we further compared how their GPA and grade in the course correlated with their scores for the four categories we evaluated during the interview. Table 5 shows all correlations are small and not statistically significant.

Finally, we considered the correlation between course evaluations for our staff and their GPA at time of hiring or grade in the course. Table 5 illustrates that neither correlation is statistically significant. This suggests that neither is a useful criterion for hiring staff in our course. We believe that a major reason for this is that most applicants have high enough GPA and grades to make both insignificant factors in the applicant’s teaching effectiveness.

### 4.4 Limitations

A significant limitation to our study is that it only captures students who decide to go through the application process. The initial teaching-demonstration video is a barrier to entry, and we only evaluated candidates who put in the effort to submit a video.

It is not clear whether our application and interview process will translate to upper-level CS courses. While we have had success hiring excellent staff for CS2, it may be the criteria we use play a different role in upper-level courses. Additional criteria like upper-level courses also tend to be smaller and faculty may know students personally, which gives additional information in evaluating candidates but may also make objectivity more difficult.

Another limitation is that our initial review of teaching videos and evaluation of in-person interviews could be influenced by implicit bias. We aim to counteract this by having multiple faculty review videos and each in-person interview, which gives multiple perspectives on each candidate’s performance. We also use a multi-part rubric for our in-person interviews, which gives more objective evaluation of individual criteria. Finally, course-evaluation data show no significant difference in evaluation scores by gender, providing some evidence that our interview process is not biased.

### 5 CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we examined how an application process that incorporates teaching-demonstration videos and in-person interviews results in a gender-balanced course staff in a CS2 at a large, public institution. Despite the initial application pool being only 16.5% women, we ended up hiring a set of TAs that was 56% women, without making hiring decisions based on gender. Our analysis indicates women perform better in both the teaching videos they submit and in-person teaching demonstrations. We also showed that the resulting course staff was rated as highly effective by students, that there was no statistically significant difference in performance between the women and men on staff, and that the diversity produced by our hiring process did not come at the cost of reduced teaching effectiveness compared to previous terms.

We also observed that in our pool of applicants, GPA and grade in the course had no significant correlation with any of the evaluation metrics for application videos, in-person interviews, or course evaluations. Furthermore, there was no significant difference between women and men with respect to GPA or grade. This indicates that hiring solely based on GPA or grade would result in a gender ratio similar to that of the applicant pool without producing a more effective course staff.

Based on our analysis, we take several lessons that are likely to be applicable to similar courses at other institutions. The two-phase application process of teaching videos and in-person interviews scales to a large applicant pool while still producing an effective course staff. Evaluating applicants numerically on well-defined categories allows the evaluation effort to be split across multiple people and enables retrospective analysis such as this work. Combined with using two evaluators for each candidate, numerical scores may also reduce the likelihood of implicit bias. Finally, we believe that data collection is important to identify challenges in hiring a balanced staff, such as the underrepresentation of women in our applicant pool and the lower fraction of women than men who apply more than once.
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